
CAMPING
CHECKLIST

Clothing
       sunglasses

       pair(s) of underwear

       socks

       pajama(s)

       swimmers

       sun shirt(s)

       hat(s)

                                                 

       pair(s) of pants

       short(s)

       t-shirts(s)

       hoodies(s)/sweatshirts(s)

       rain jacket

       runners

       thongs

                                                

Toys
       deck(s) of cards

       stuffed animal

       board game(s)

       beach toys

                                                 

       book(s)

       balls/frisbee

       bike/helmet

       goggles/mask

                                                

Other
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SILLY
STORIES

_________________ and _________________ went on a  _________________ camping trip. They
(NAME 1) (NAME 2) (ADJECTIVE)

_________________ their _________________  _________________ and started _________________ 
PAST TENSE VERB (ADJECTIVE) (PLURAL NOUN) (-ING VERB)

_________________ to build a  _________________. They knew they needed to_________________ a
(ADVERB) (NOUN) (VERB)

lot of _________________ before it became too  _________________ so they _________________ 
(PLURAL NOUN) (ADJECTIVE) (PAST TENSE VERB)

very  _________________. For a snack they decided to make _________________
(ADVERB) (PLURAL NOUN)

on a _________________ and cook up a can of _________________. As it got dark
(NOUN) (PLURAL NOUN)

outside, _________________ heard a  _________________ make a sound in the
(NAME 1) (ANIMAL 1)

bush! _________________ was scared and  _________________ a _________________!
(NAME 1) (PAST TENSE VERB) (NOUN)

Outside, _________________ _________________ a _________________ from inside the tent.
(NAME 2) (PAST TENSE VERB) (NOUN)

The _________________   _________________ but not before  _________________ over all the
(ANIMAL 1) (PAST TENSE VERB) (-ING VERB)

_________________ _________________! When the morning came, _________________ and
(ADJECTIVE) (NOUN) (NAME 1)

_________________ left to go _________________ up a  _________________ _________________ and
(NAME 2) (VERB) (ADJECTIVE) (NOUN)

gather _________________. It truly was a  _________________ camping trip!
(PLURAL) (ADJECTIVE)
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INSTRUCTIONS

Step One:
One person should fill in the sheet, asking another person to name 

the missing words (e.g. name a NOUN). NOTE: Only ask for the word 

one at a time, do not show the first player the page. Do not read the 

story as you go. 

Step Two:
Once all of the words are filled, read the whole story from the start. 

Step Three:
LAUGH! And then laugh some more.



SCAVENGER
HUNT
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Something Green

Something smooth

Something rough

Two kinds of leaves

Something that does not belong

A flat rock

A stick shaped like a letter

Something you think is a treasure

Something that makes noise



Today’s date
I am in

my mood was

weather report
Sunny

Partly Sunny

Cloudy

Stormy

Rainy

Hot

Cold

TRAVEL
JOURNAL
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HOw much fun I had today
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NATURE 
SCAVENGER

HUNT
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CAN YOU FIND ME?

HOW MANY ITEMS DID YOU FIND?

FIND SOMETHING...



WORD SEARCH
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CAN YOU FIND ME?

ADVENTURE

BINOCULARS

CAMPER

CAMPFIRE

COMPASS

FISHING

TORCH

HIKING

INSECTS

MAP 

MARSHMALLOWS

NATURE

SAFTEY

START

SUMMER

SUNSCREEN

SWIMMING

TENT

TRAILS

FOREST



COLOUR ME!
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COLOUR ME!
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